In this paper, the confidence measure of a hypothesized word is derived from its posterior probability. In contrast to common ap proaches, in which N-bcst lists or word graphsll attices are used, the posterior probabilities are derived from a concept graph. The con cept graph is obtained from a word graph through a partial parsing process using semantic gramm ars. This app roach allows us to use relatively complex and better language models along with ac0us tic models to compute word posterior probabilities. The language model used is comprised of stochastic context ftee grammars ( one for each concept) and an n-gram concept language model. We show that the posterior probabilities computed on concept graphs outperform those computed on word graphs when used as confi· dence measures. R.esults are presented within the context of Col· orado University (CU) Communicator System; a telephone-based dialog system for making travel plaDS by ac<:essing information about Oights, hotels and car rentals.
INTRODUCTION
In several tasks the output of the speech recognizer is far from perfect This creates problems in app lications that use the tran scription directly. For instance, in a dialog system, errors in the output word sequence can lead to a dialog flow that diverges fro� the user's goal. This results in a longer, or maybe WlSuccessful, di· alog leaving the user confused, ftustrated and dissatisfied with the interaction. So, it is vet)' important for a dialog manager to spot incorrectly recognized words and act accordingly to achive human· like performance. Another example is the unsupervised adaptation of the acoustic models using maximum likelihood linear regres sion (MLLR). Adaptation with an incorrec t transcription degrades the performance. Therefore, one needs a method to spot incorrect words and exclude them from adaptation.
Confidence measures are used to label the words at the out· put of the speech recognizer as correct or incorrect. The basic approach is to select a set of effective features and find a way of combining them into a confidence measure [I, 2, 3] . Although the combination of several features improves the performance, it is usually not much better than that of the best feature.
The word posterior probabilities have been proposed and used as a confidence measure or as an additional feature [4, 5, 6] . The utility of the word posterior probabilities for confidence annotation
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0·7803-7402·9/021$17.00 ©2002 IEEE has been clearly illustrated in [7] . Those probabilites were calcu lated using either N·best lists or word graphsll attices. The knowl· edge sources were acoustic models and fl·gram language models.
Recently, in dialog systems, it has been observed that additional features at higher levels, e.g. parsing or understanding levels, im prove the performance significantly [8, 9] .
In this paper, we incorporate knowledge at the understanding level as a statistical language model (SLM). The SLM has been de veloped within a flexible speech understanding framework [10] . The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we summ a rize the posterior probability computation on word graphs using the forwardlbackward algorithm. The extension of this method to concept graphs is explained in section 3. The experimental setup and results are presented in section 4. The last section includes concluding remarks and possible future work.
WORD PROBABILmES ON WORD GRAPHS
In this section, we present a forwardlbackward type algorithm for calculating the word probabilities on word graphs similar to that presented in [7] . Let 8 be the start frame and e be the end frame of a word fJJ in a sequence of words wf' that spans a time interval of length T frames. We define a word event as [ w ,s,e]. We are inter· ested in the probability of this event given the acoustic observation oT. This probability should be calculated over all possible word s�uences that contain w at the interval [s, e]. However, it is a common practice to restrict the computation to a word graph, as it is a compact representation of the most probable word sequences.
We first explain the word graph generated by the speech rec ognizer (CMU·Sphinx II [II] ). It is a directed weighted acyclic graph.. It is built from the word lattice created during frame syn· chronous tree lexicon Viterbi beam search.. Its nodes represent unique (10,.) pairs. Edges are labeled with end frames and acous· tic model scores, p(o�/w). They point to nodes (e + l,w,), where e is the end frame of the word \0 and w, is its successor. Note that each unique node can link to more than one node, thanks to the possibility of more than one end time and successor of a particular word that stans at frame s. Each path through the word graph is a word sequence that spans the time interval of length T. The set of all paths defines the ensemble on which we calculate the posterior probabilities.
Each word event [w,.,e] corresponds to a set of edges in the word graph. So, the probability of a word event is the total probability of all edges associated with it. In developing the for wardlbackward type algorithm, we consider the edges as HMM like states. The emission probabilities are the acoustic scores kept at the edges. The transition probabilities are provided by the lan guage model in use, which is assumed to be a word based trigram LM in the sequel. Its extension to a c1ass-based trigram LM is straightforward. To derive the algorithm we need to define edges uniquely. So, the edge from node (Wi,s) to (wHlo e + 1 ) is defined as E:!:;loe+l. We define the forward probability of an edge as s'
a(E::�l ,e+ 1 ). The following recursion can be used to compute the forward probabilities:
Similarly, we define the backward probability of an edge as .lI(E:;�l , e + 1 ). The recursion for the backward probabilities is
Once we have computed the forward-backward probabilities we can calculate the edge posterior probabilities, and in tum, the word posteriors. The posterior probability of an edge can be ob tained as
where p(of) can be obtained as the summation of the forward probabilities of the edges that end at frame T. Equivalently, it can be calculated as the summat ion of the backward probabilities of the edges that start at tbe initial frame.
In fact, the probability in (3) is the posterior probability of the word that stans at frame s, ends at frame e and precedes the word wH l' In [7] , it has been demonstrated that the use of this probability as a confidence measure on a hypothesized word does not give satisfactory results. Instead, we use
Wi+loe+1
This amounts to tbe summ ation of the probabilities of the edges outgoing from node (Wi. 8). For other possibilities of con fidence measures derived from posterior probabilities the reader is referre d to [7] . 
CONCEPTIWORD PROBABR.ITIES ON CONCEPT GRAPHS
The structure of the concept graph is same as the word graph. The nodes are associated witb (C,8) pairs. The concept c can span a number of words. An example of a concept graph derived from a word graph by partial parsing using a semantic grammar is de picted in Figure 1 .
The concepts arc classes of phrases with the same meaning.
That is, a concept class is a set of phrases that can be used to ex press that concept ( e.g. [date I, [yes]). Each concept (except degen erate single word concepts) is written as a context free gramm ar (CFG) and compiled into a recursive transition network (RTN).
The arcs ofRlNs are populated with probabilities using a training method based on simple counting and smoothing. So, the multi plication of the arc probabilities that traverse a phrase gives tbe probability of that phrase. The concept patterns are modeled by n gram LMs conditioned on the dialog context. The dialog context bas been taken as the system's last prompt. A detailed discussion of these LMs can be found in (10).
Similar to the word event defined in the preceding section, we define a concept event, [c, 8. e]. wbich can also be associated with a set of edges outgoing from node (c, 8). Here, the start frame is tbe start frame of tbe the first word and the end frame is the end frame of the last word covered by the concept. On each edge, we have an acoustic score, whicb is the multiplication of the acoustic scores of the words spann ed by the concept, and tbe phrase prob ability (determined from the concept's SCFG) . One can compute the concept posterior probabilities using the forward backward al gorithm descrihed above . On a concept graph, the emmi sion probability is the acoustic probability multiplied by the phrase proba bility. The transition probabilities are computed using the trigram concept LM. The corr esponding forward backward equations are
P C'" -
where Ps(.) is the probability conditioned on the dialog context, 
, '1 = 8, eL. = e, ril is the arc of Cj's RTN labeled by the word W I ' , and Wi 1"
is the Li-word phmse covered by the con-
For the sake of simplicity we excluded two things in the derivation of the forwardlbackward expressions. One is the down scaling of acoustic scores and the other is the interpolation of concept-based SLM with a word/class based SLM. The fonner is required d ue to the fact that acoustic scores an d LM probabilities have entirely different dynamic ranges. To avoid the domination of sununations by a small number of terms, the downscaling of the acoustic scores has been found very useful [7) . Our observa tions during experiments were on the same line. The interpolation is required to take the advantage of the complementary nature of two different SLMs. It is possible that the interpolation partiaUy recovers the loss from context free assumption. The interpolation is performed at the concept/phrase level. That is, the tenn p(Wi,I'''' ,wi,LilC;) . flS(CoiICj-2,ci-l) (9) in the expressions above is replaced by
� here wi,O and llIi,-1 are taken from preceding c�cepts. That
Note that the interpolation is log-linear and >. is the interpolation weight. This interpolation method is selected for two reasons. First, it is easier to imple ment since the actual implementation d eals with the logarithm of probabilities. Second, its perfonnance has been found better than the linear interpolation [12, 13 J. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present experimental results on CU Communi cator data. The CU comm unicator system is a dialog system used for flight, hotel and rental car reservations (14] . The data that we experimented with was collected during National Institute of Standards (NIST) 2000 evaluation. It is from a total of 72 calls. The number of female and male callers are 44 and 28, respectively. A total of 1264 sentences were used in the experiments. Of these, 450 sentences were used to optimize scaling, interpolation factors and tagging thresholds. The final results are on the rest of the data.
We used confidence erro r rates (CERs) and receiver opemting characteristics (ROC) curves to evaluate the confidence measures. The CER is defined as C E R == # incorrectl� tagged words #recogruzedwords The baseline CER is obtained assuming that all recosnized words are tagged as correct. This is equivalent to the summa tion of insertions and substitutions divided by the number of recog nized words. The ROC curve is the plot of the correct rejection with respect to false rejection. The correct rejection is tagging the incorrect word as incorrect and the false rejection is tagging the correct word as incorrect. CER strongly depends on the choice of the tagging threshold. The performances are compared relative to the baseline since two rec ognizers have different operating points. Figure 3 shows the ROC curve. Both illustrate that the concept graph method perfonns bet ter. Table I , gives baseline CERs, the CERs after confidence an notation, relative reduction in CERs and correct rejection (CR) re sults at S% false rejection (FR). All figures clearly show the bet ter perfonnance of the confidence measure computed on concept gra phs.
S. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a confidence measure based on concept/word posterior probabilities computed on concept graphs. We have shown that it outperforms a similar confidence measure based on word graphs. We believe that the improvement is due to the in corporation of bigher level knowledge sources (syntactic and se mantic constraints) into the computation of posterior probabilities.
We plan to use this confidence measure for rescoring the concept graph to improve recognition performance. In addition, the use of this confidence measure in MLLR adaptation is worthy of future research.
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